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By Rupert Brooke

Fish (fly-replete), in depth of June,
Dawdling away their wat’ry noon,
Ponder deep wisdom, dark or clear,
Each secret fishy hope or fear.
Fish say, they have their stream and pond;
But is there anything Beyond?
This life cannot be All, they swear,
For how unpleasant, if it were!
One may not doubt that, somehow, Good
Shall come of Water and of Mud;
And, sure, the reverent eye must see
A Purpose in Liquidity.
We darkly know, by Faith we cry,
The future is not Wholly Dry.
Mud unto Mud!—Death eddies near—
Not here the appointed End, not here!
But somewhere, beyond Space and Time,
Is wetter water, slimier slime!
And there (they trust) there swimmeth One
Who swam ere rivers were begun,
Immense, of fishy form and mind,
Squamous, omnipotent, and kind;
And under that Almighty Fin,
The littlest fish may enter in.
Oh! never fly conceals a hook,
Fish say, in the Eternal Brook,
But more than mundane weeds are there,
And mud celestially fair;
Fat caterpillars drift around,
And Paradisal grubs are found;
Unfading moths, immortal flies,
And the worm that never dies.
And in that Heaven of all their wish,
There shall be no more land, say fish.
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By Manning W. Doherty, Minister of Agriculture.

O-OPERATIVE marketing has
passed the academic stage. It is
no longer a theory in a book, but
a practical proposition for the market¬
ing of Ontario farm products. It means
applying to the marketing of the pro¬
ducts of the farm, those principles of
salesmanship, of grading and of distri¬
bution which are now applied to the
things which the farmer must buy. It
is, therefore, a subject which every stu¬
dent of agriculture and every individual
interested in the development of the
agricultural resources of the Provinces
should endeavour to thoroughly under¬
stand.
Let me, therefore, briefly state the
situation.
Ontario produces a large
variety of farm products of as fine a
quality as can be produced anywhere.
Emphasis has in the past been placed
upon the improvement of production.
Our markets are, to some extent, local
but we also export large quantities of
various products and could export still
larger quantities. In a young country
our markets are necessarily somewhat
restricted, and hence it is particularly
important to secure the very best pos¬
sible distribution. Even in regard to
local markets, distribution is a factor
of very first importance. In regard to
export markets, grading and distribu¬
tion are likewise of great importance.
To the producer, the securing of the
widest possible market and the best
distribution is a matter of great import¬

ance. It is a fact, perhaps, not gener¬
ally recognized that this is more im¬
portant to the producer than to any in¬
dividual in the chain between producer
and consumer. Too often, the producer
thinks only of his immediate market
and not of the ultimate consumer. The
men between the producer and con¬
sumer, however, usually operate on the
commission basis and their returns are
certain regardless of what the ultimate
selling price may be. The producer is
invariably the man to suffer in a weak
market, while it is likewise he who in¬
variably does not gain by a strong mar¬
ket. In the latter case the gains go to
the men between, to the speculators.
While, therefore, it is a matter of prim¬
ary importance to the producer, it is
likewise important to the community
which is interested in the steady supply
of food stuffs at reasonable prices and
of importance to the nation. When we
remember that 60 per cent, of the ex¬
ports of Canada are agricultural pro¬
ducts and when we realize the extent
to which these exports might reason¬
ably be increased, it will be seen that
any plan which would accomplish this
must necessarily be of great advantage
to the nation, especially under pre¬
vailing economic conditions.
This, then is the situation from the
individual and national standpoint.
What of the plan? There are various
forms of co-operation, most of them
possessing merit. After having given
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the whole subject the best possible
study and seeking to obtain the best
information from all reliable sources, I
have come to the conclusion that co¬
operation on a commodity basis is one
of the best and safest plans which can
be applied to the marketing of agricul¬
tural products. Under this plan, pro¬
ducers of the same commodity, or of
closely related commodities, sign con¬
tracts to market their commodities
through their central organization for a
period of from three to five years. These
contracts are conditional upon the cen¬
tral organization controlling a large
volume of the commodity m question
running from 50 to 90 per cent. The
central organization then controls a
sufficient volume of business to reduce
operating costs to a minimum, and by
having a long term contract they are
given a resonable opportunity to estab¬
lish this system of marketing for a per¬
iod of years. In this way, also, the cen¬
tral organization has sufficient volume
of business to enable it to command
the best brains and experience in the
particular branch of the industry in
which they are engaged and pay what¬
ever such services are worth. In this
way the central organization has the
facilities for effecting a proper and or¬
derly distribution instead of permitting
a hurried dumping in certain seasons
which too often occurs. They have also
the facilities for studying the extension
of the markets as can be done in no
other way. At the same time the pro¬
ducers retain absolute control of the
product, and are able to secure the
maximum possible proportion of the
price paid by the consumer.
In this
way the system does not necessarily
enhance prices to the consumer, but
works out to the mutual advantage of
all concerned. This system has been in
successful operation for many years in
Denmark and in California. It is re¬
%

sponsible for the worldwide eminence
which Denmark has obtained in bacon
and dairy products, and it is responsible
for the wonderful success which Cali¬
fornia growers have secured in the
marketing of their products. In Cali¬
fornia, products aggregating $300,000,000 are marketed in this way annually.
This, of course, is not all from one or¬
ganization, but through a few organi¬
zations representing different branches
of the industry. As high as $45,000 per
year has been paid as a salary to the
General Manager of one of the big co¬
operative companies, and the results
have clearly justified the methods
adopted.
In Ontario this plan has been gradu¬
ally adopted. For some years past wool
has been marketed on a commodity
basis. While the organization handling
this commodity does not include all the
features mentioned, and therefore, has
suffered, it is making steady progress,
and undoubtedly been of splendid ad¬
vantage to the sheepmen of the Pro¬
vince. About two years ago, I called
together those interested in the market¬
ing of tender fruits in the Niagara dis¬
trict, and as a result a central co-opera¬
tive marketing organization was brought
into existence. It has only been in op¬
eration for two seasons, but has already
established itself and has proven claims
as to the securing of better distribu¬
tion and bringing about better condi¬
tions for all concerned. This year, this
organization has undertaken the market¬
ing of a large proportion of the apple
crop of the Province, and I trust it will
not be long before the entire apple crop
is handled in this way.
The grape
growers also have an organization which
has secured a real success in commodity
marketing.
Just at the present time there is a
proposition before the people of On¬
tario for a co-operative marketing or-
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ganization for the dairy industry. As
the dairy industry is so wide spread
and includes many branches, this is a
big proposition. It is proposed, how¬
ever, to start with the marketing of
cheese and butter. In the Ontario Co¬
operative Dairy Products, Limited,
which was incorporated for this pur¬
pose at the last Session of the Legisla¬
ture, the factory is taken as a unit.
It is proposed that each cheese factory
or creamery shall purchase stock in pro¬
portion to their output ranging from
$100 to $1,000, twenty per cent, being
paid up. Each factory shall continue
as at present in its local ownership and
control, but shall sign an agreement to
market their products for a period of
three years through the central organi¬
zation. As there are upwards of one
thousand cheese factories and creamer¬
ies in the Province, it has been thought
advisable to divide the factories into
districts, and then each district elect its
own director. The Board of Directors
will then select a small executive, and
in this way the company will be assured
of the best possible management, while
the producers and factory owners will
• have every opportunity to keep in
close touch and exercise a real co¬
operative control.
This will apply
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real co-operation to the marketing of
the product instead of merely to the
production as is the case at present.
Arrangements will be made by which
the producers will be paid 50 per cent,
of the average marketing price accord¬
ing to grade on the day on which de¬
livery is made of the cheese, and final
settlement,
less legitimate charges,
within two weeks after the goods are
sold. These are the general outlines of
the plan which I believe is sound, sane
and business-like. There will be num¬
erous details to be explained, and some
objections to be met, but I feel sure
the producing dairymen of the Province
will not neglect this opportunity as
offered to them to control and operate
their products.
In the readjustment which is now
going on all over the world, there is
nothing more significant than the strug¬
gle for markets. Canada must be suc¬
cessful in this struggle if our pressing
problems are to be solved, and nothing
will better equip this country for suc¬
cess than sound, sane organization for
co-operative marketing.
In the next
few years I confidently expect to see
substantial and important develop¬
ments along these lines in the Province
of Ontario.
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By P. B. Sanders, ’23.
The following
article is not intended to be a complete
treatise on the successful cultivation
of chrysanthemums; but is only an
endeavour to show the more salient
points in the commercial culture of
one of our most beautiful flowers.
Author’s

A

Note:

T THE time of writing, hundreds
of people are admiring, wonder¬
ing about, and praising, the
“Queen of Autumn,” viz., the Chry¬
santhemum. Although w*e enjoy see¬
ing these beautiful flowers how many
of us realize just how much patient and
careful labour is employed in their
production^ From start to finish, the
cultivation of chrysanthemums is both
interesting and profitable. It is in¬
teresting in that it fills the grower with
wonder at his ability to produce a
perfectly natural result artificially; and
it is profitable in that it teaches the
grower patience, and instils into him,
or her, distinct sentiments of gratitude
for the greatness and goodness of God.
To secure the blooms upon which we
gaze so eagerly, and which (providing
we have the wherewithal) we purchase
willingly, the grower must commence
his work in March or early April.
Parent stock has been kept over
winter in a cool, bright, well-ventilated
spot; and from this cuttings are pro¬
pagated into a bed of clean, sharp sand,
in a cool house. These cuttings should
be about three inches in length, are
cut clean from a joint, and have the
lower leaves removed. After they are
propagated they should be watered
thoroughly. In a short time (four to
six weeks) they will be rooted suffici¬
ently for transplanting to two-inch pots.
The soil used in these pots is usually

a compost from the previous fall, and
is composed of one part of leaf-soil to
three parts of loam. If the loam is
heavy a little wood ashes may be mixed
with it, but plant food must not be
added. The potted plants are placed
on benches, shaded from bright light
and watered once.
When the potted plants are growing
well they are transplanted to benches

The Queen of Autumn

containing a fibrous loam. This loam
is also a compost, containing onequarter of its bulk as manure. The
plants are placed seven inches apart,
both ways; and varieties are kept
together.
When
planting on
the
benches, the grower must be certain
to press the soil around each plant;
so much so, in fact, that a little circular
depression is left. Individual plants
receive attention for the first watering,
and this saucer-like depression holds
the water. The bench, as a whole, is
not watered for two or three days after
the planting is concluded.
Watering is one of the main features
of mum-growing. In excessively hot
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weather, the green-houses must be
watered five and six times daily. At
all times the soil must be moist; and
yet, it must never be wet.
Another very important, but trying,
task is the tieing of the plants. Wires
are stretched from end to end of the
bench; one wire for each row of plants.
Wires are stretched parallel to those
on the bench, but six feet above the
bench. Then twine—ordinary binder
twine is excellent for this purpose—is
tied to top and bottom wires, so that
it is stretched perpendicularly. To
keep the plants upright it is essential
to tie them, at intervals of four to eight
inches, to this twine. This work must
all be done by hand, and is extremely
arduous to one of an impatient tempera¬
ment. However, “it needs must be,”
and patience and perseverance are
necessary in any line of work.
The chrysanthemum has a perfectly
natural ambition to produce many
flowers; and to this end it persists in
sending out, from the axils of the
leaves, many growths commonly known
as side-shoots. As the grower desires
only one—or at most, two—blooms to
a plant, it is necessary for him to
remove these growths as they appear.
Even while tieing plants, and pinch¬
ing out side-shoots, the watering must
be attended to. At the same time
insect pests must be watched for and
destroyed. Regarding insects, suffice
it to say that any one of a dozen species
may completely ruin a chrysanthemum
crop and that they are the chief enemies
of the successful cultivation of these
flowers. However, the majority of
them may be entirely eliminated by
judicious applications of tobacco ex¬
tracts.
When the plants are ten to twelve
weeks old they receive their first feed¬
ing, viz., a light mulch of well-rotted
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manure. After this, they may be
treated with liquid manure once a
week, until the buds commence to show
colour. Chemical fertilizers are used
entirely in commercial establishments.
Here, if manure is lacking, the first
application consists of tankage. Later
on, Bone Meal may be used, but its
effect is slow. After these fertilizers
are applied, the soil should be culti¬
vated; and then watered. This assists
materially in carrying the food into
the soil. Cultivation may be per¬
formed by using a three-pronged wire
fork; the prongs being turned at right
angles to the handle. This little instru¬
ment will easily pass under the wires
previously stretched on the bench, and
greatly facilitates cultivation.
Buds usually develop during the
first two weeks in August; and the
grower is now confronted with a
dilemma which depends on his own
knowledge and discretion for successful
solution. The first bud formed makes
the first “break” in a plant, and causes
the plant to form two “branches.”
This bud is not touched. Then each plant produces buds, all of which save
the second below the break are removed.
Crown buds cause the second break.
(Crown buds are “single buds sur¬
rounded with bracts or partially deve¬
loped leaves.”)
If a crown bud is left
alone it will produce the final bloom;
but, if the grower believes this will
result in too early a bloom, he may
pinch it out, and another bud will form.
This new bud is known as the terminal
bud, and is usually the one that finally
develops into the flower that we admire
so much in florists’ windows: and at
horticultural exhibits.
It is interesting to observe that,
while we have the ordinary white,
yellow and bronze varieties, a green
variety has been produced. Of course,
this bloom cannot compare in beauty
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to the others; but its value as an oddity
is self-evident.
From this brief description, the
reader may realize—to a limited extent

the amount of
production of a
eyes, mind and
and then, alas!

labour entailed in the
bloom that pleases the
heart, for a moment—
is forgotten.

The average farmer knows how
much seed he sows to the acre and the
value of the crop he harvests; the
daily milk production of each cow
and the cash returns for the milk sold
to the factory; or the number of

harness. The poultry has been left to
the women and the children on the
farm, and as long as there have been
sufficient eggs to take to the village
store during the periods of high pro¬
duction to trade for merchandise, the

“The interesting of the young people will help in the building of character.”

barrels of apples harvested from each
tree and the different varieties in the
orchard. How many farmers in Can¬
ada know how many eggs they are
getting from their poultry flock, how
many hens have actually laid during
the year, or whether their poultry is
pure-bred?
It has been said that the farmer has
neither the time nor the inclination to
give poultry the attention it deserves.
The hen has cackled but not laid eggs,
just as a horse would continue to graze
and roam about if not broken to

poultry has been voted as useful but
never as something to be developed as
a farm asset. During the last few
years the prices ruling for eggs and
poultry have attracted the attention of
some farmers and as a result we find
in a report recently issued by the
Ontario Department of Agriculture the
phrase most commonly used in the
reports from the various counties on
crop and stock production, “poultry is
one of the best paying things on the
farm.”
The mere keeping of poultry is not
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sufficient, however. The business must
be undertaken with the same thorough
and efficient management as is applied
to other farming activities. It is an
easy matter to produce eggs, but it is
not such an easy matter to produce
these eggs economically. By this we
mean getting maximum production
from each individual hen at a minimum
cost for feed. This can only be done
through the systematic breeding of
birds from good laying strains and the
keeping of an accurate record of pro¬
duction, cost and revenue. There are
farmers entering their flocks in the
Canadian Record of Performance for
Poultry, and the number is increasing
every year.
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The average production per hen on
the farms in Canada is between six and
seven dozen eggs. No hen should be
kept over and fed a second season that
does not lay well in its pullet year. It
does not pay to keep hens merely for
the purpose of cleaning up what would
otherwise be wasted, unless that waste
is being converted into a marketable
food product.
The interesting of some of the young
people around the farm in such a thing
as intelligent poultry breeding will be
an influence towards keeping them on
the farm, and will help in the building
of character. — Dominion Live Stock
Branch

“Poultry is one of the best paying things on the farm.”
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TKm Lasft-Mnmiift® Cmmmair
A Graduate Discusses Causes and Effects
O, gentle reader, don’t get your
feathers all ruffled and imagine
this is a lecture by some prosy
old professor on the evils of letting
things slide till the night before the
exam. The writer used to be one of
the worst offenders in this supposedly
pernicious practice, and as such is well
primed with inside dope on the subject.
So if you belong to the ranks of that
section of our student body which, for
some reason or other, neglects studies
until very close to the testing time,
read on and you may find your position
slightly vindicated. If, on the other
hand, you are the type of student who
studies conscientiously and systemati¬
cally throughout the whole term, do
not disdain “The Last-Minute Cram¬
mer” as being unworthy of your atten¬
tion. It may possibly help you to
appreciate the other fellow’s point of
view; it will undoubtedly enable you
to realize what a favoured individual
you are in having no outside interests
to prevent your assimilating the enorm¬
ous amount of facts poured out by a
voluble faculty in the numerous depart¬
ments at the O. A. C.
The average fellow comes to the
College with the very best intentions
of improving his mind and intellect
along agricultural lines. This is ex¬
emplified by so many “putting them¬
selves through.” The first term he
studies faithfully, attends every lecture,
and finally walks down to the Field
Husbandry building or Massey Hall to
try the Christmas examinations. The
papers are much easier than he had
expected, and when the results appear
he has received high marks even
in those subjects in which he “almost
looked for sups”. Thus the first cause

of slacking up during the winter term.
By the time a student becomes a
sophomore he has formed associations
which detract from his studies. Such
detractions may be athletics, executive
work, the ladies across the way, dra¬
matics, or a combination of all these.
The idealist will reply that a wellbalanced ration consists of the foregoing
plus the correct amount of study.
However, since the “sense of the
realities is the substance of real intelli¬
gence” we must approach this subject
not as we would like to see it but as it
actually is. In spite of these various
activities the second year examinations
are passed. The third year student is
still more involved in college activities
other than actual study. He consoles
himself with the thought that it is
purely a “theoretical” year and there¬
fore a few nights’ plugging is all that is
necessary to make the grade before
entering his final year. At this stage
he realizes with a shock how very little
of real value he has absorbed during
his first three years at college. Only
one more year of training before testing
his knowledge and ability in competi¬
tion with the outside world. Dr. Jules
Payot says: “If, in the course of our
education we have just managed to
pass muster by hook or by crook, we
have cheated no one but ourselves.
Later in life we pay tne price for such
slacking with usurious interest, when
we find ourselves condemned to an
occupation repellant to our aptitudes
and tastes, and yet the only job for
which we are qualified in consequence
of our shiftless training.” With such
thoughts in mind the senior makes firm
resolutions to settle down in earnest
during his last year, but alas! the habit
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of postponing studies until the last
moment has already been formed, and
not even the incentive of future success
is strong enough to break this habit.
As a result we see a host of fourth year
students gathered in Mills Hall parlour
listening to and feverishly taking notes
from a fellow student who has been
“detailed” to loop up probable ques¬
tions on the subject in hand. With
such temporary and superficial knowl¬
edge the degree of B. S. A. is obtained.
Unfortunately the foregoing pessi¬
mistic description does not apply to
the exceptional case. After careful
observation and discussion with mem¬
bers of the faculty and many students,
the writer is forced to the dismal con¬
clusion that it is typical of the greater
part of the student body. The ques¬
tion naturally arises: Why should such
a condition exist? It is not reasonable
to assume that such a large percentage
of intelligent men, representing the best
of Canadian manhood should be so
blind not only to their own interests
but also to those of their country,
without some very deep-rooted cause.
Is it the fault of the educational system
of Canada as a whole? Is it a local
defect in the policy of the O. A. C.?
Is our curriculum too full and too
general to arouse interest in the average
student? Are three years necessary
in preparation for one year’s specialized
work? Have our executives, athletics,
dramatics and social functions become
too unwieldly at the expense of the
studious side of college life? Should
the lecturing staff be required to cover
a definite amount of work regardless
of the reactions of their scholars to
methods of instruction?
The writer is not prepared to offer a
solution to these and kindred problems;
he mentions them in this connection
with the hope that some of the present
students of his Alma Mater may tackle
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each one individually, and incidentally
help along The Review by forwarding
their conclusions to the College maga¬
zine. Let us now consider the various
types of “Last-Minute-Crammers,” for
the genus comprises many species.
Perhaps the first type suggested to
the mind is that of the student who
neglects his studies without any plausable excuse whatsoever. He takes no
part in athletics,—he does not represent
his year on any executive,—he cannot
be bothered with dramatics, literary
societies, and so forth,—but devotes
all his spare time to what has been
unjustly termed the 'social training,”'
meaning dancing, movies, card parties,
afternoon teas, etc. All his evenings
are spent in selfish pleasure, and his
mornings in sleep, either in his room or
at lectures. Such a man is usually the
son of a wealthy and generous father.
Fortunately this type is extremely rare.
The second “species” forms the bulk
of the students attending the O. A. C.
While paying little or no attention to
the vast amount of facts shot at him
in lectures beyond taking down notes
for examination purposes, this type of
student is intensely interested in all
subjects pertaining to his own particular
option. This statement is proven by
the existence of our various clubs. Not
satisfied with the amount of information
obtained in the class room, the student
spends his Saturday afternoons and
occasional evenings with the Animal
Husbandry Club, the Poultry Club,
the Dairy Club, etc. He also sub¬
scribes to the Agricultural magazines
dealing with his own special line and
does not fail to make use of the splendid
College Library in this respect. Now
this condition compels our considera¬
tion of the degree of specialization
observed in the curriculum at Guelph.
Is the wide nature of our course con¬
ducive to the best interests of the
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student, or does it tend to promote
mere “cramming” of the majority of
subjects in order to pass examinations?
The writer is cognisant of the fact that
the degree of B. S. A. signifies much
more than a knowledge of the actual
practice involved in one particular
phase of agriculture,—that there is a
certain cultural value derived from
studying subjects other than those
intimately connected with one’s own
immediate calling,—that some time
spent in general preparation is abso¬
lutely essential. But having admitted
these premises, is it not true that with
the present system we are emphasizing
the “general knowledge” at the expense
of the “particular knowledge” for which
we enrolled as students at the O. A. C.?
As a concrete example, let me cite the
case of a third year dairy specialist
spending two whole afternoons per
week peering through a pair of bino¬
culars at some botanical specimen,
whereas this same student is entirely
ignorant of the methods of neutralizing
cream as practised in the Dairy Depart¬
ment until he enters his fourth year.
It is not surprising that the enthusiasm
of such a student begins to dwindle,
and that he postpones studying the
greater part of this unessential data
until absolutely compelled to by the
fears of examinations. In this con¬
nection the following passages from
the book of an undisputed authority
on educational systems are peculiarly
applicable.
“Withholding the attention from
idle, useless or unnecessary matters
mean the conservation of just so much
nerve force for profitable expenditure.”
The force of this axiom is more fully
realized when we consider the limita¬
tions of four short years in which to
qualify for the degree of B. S. A.
“The over-educated are those whose
minds have been crammed with infor¬

mation that has never been digested
and assimilated.” Is it possible to
“digest and assimilate” the mass of
facts required to pass the examinations
at Guelph? “Humanity finds its chief
obstacle to be the friction and hindrance
caused in the general mind of the world
because the great majority are partly
educated or over-educated.”
“One must read a great deal!” pro¬
fessors urge, whereas in truth one
should read little and only books of
the highest value.” How many of us
have procured expensive books, which
were used one term and then forgotten
during the remainder of our college
career?
“It is necessary that the studies we
recommend to the student continue
along the line of his natural tendencies
to action. To realize this aim attention
must be paid to the needs, desires,
inclinations and natural endowment of
the student, so that his tasks be suitable
to his latent energies and calculated to
expand them.” Is it reasonable to
suppose that the student intent on be¬
coming a specialist in dairying can
“expand” his “latent energies” by
attempting to concentrate his attention
on the detailed life histories of numer¬
ous fungous diseases? The following
quotation furnishes the answer:
“Twenty years of observation permit
me to say that our system of education,
because it makes the method of scatter¬
ing the rule, is only a dissipation of
energy and intelligence.”
We are all familiar with the student
who “doesn’t have to work” in order
to obtain a high standing in the exami¬
nations. He is often very active in
executive work, literary societies and
athletics,—patronizes the concerts down
town and attends most of the social
functions on the hill. His moments of
study throughout the term are at the
most fragmentary, and yet the writer
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can see many modifications of this
knew of such a student who never came
classification. Still, there remains one
lower than third place when trying
more distinct type of “last-minute
exams, a few years ago. The average
crammer”;—the student who defends
student considers such a man as being
his attitude, justly or otherwise, on
endowed with exceptional mental abil¬
the grounds of the demands' made on
ity, whereas if he were to make a study
his time by legitimate college activities,
of this “privileged individual” during
—athletics, executives, literary socie¬
lecture periods he would learn the secret
ties and dramatics. Athletics may be
of the high standing. He would dis¬
omitted in that they are practically
cover that this type of student pays
optional, and as conducted at the
strict attention to the lecturer—that he
O. A. C. do not require that the student
concentrates intensely on the subject
devote an excessive amount of time to
under discussion,—that his notes are
them at the expense of his studies. The
extremely meagre but representative,
duties connected with the other three
so that all his energies are not utilized
activities named are thrust on a certain
in writing down every word that flows
few individuals by vote of the student
from the lecturer’s mouth, but are
body. Some men are naturally more
employed in obtaining a vivid mental
gifted with the required ability than
impression, the basis of a strong
others, but do we not often show very
memory. If the impression be suffici¬
little consideration when we nominate
ently strong, a perusal of a set of short
the same men year after year for
notes is all that is necessary to bring
about the recollection of the desired
responsible offices? Would it not be
better “in the final analysis” (with
facts. Thus we see why some students
apologies to a certain well-known pro¬
are able to make a creditable showing
fessor) to distribute these honours more
at examinations without consistent
plugging. It is not the result of lastgenerally throughout the student body?
minute cramming so much as a review ■ The amateur would obtain valuable
of facts impressed on the mind during
experience, while the fellow already
lecture periods. With this idea in
experienced in such matters would have
more time for his own studies.
view at least two professors at the
However, the writer has already
O. A. C. have advocated the elimina¬
tion of all note-taking at lectures. In
intimated his inability to solve the
the writer’s opinion such a, procedure
problem touched on in this article.
would be the other extreme; our course
Perhaps they no longer continue to be
is so wide that the law of association
problems; conditions may have chang¬
of ideas demands a certain amount of
ed and improved since the days when
notes.
he was privileged to be a student. If
So far we have considered three
they have, congratulations to those
main types—the man who neglects all
responsible. If, on the other hand,
studies because of selfish motives,—the
the situation is still more complex;
student who is interested only in his
more athletics, a greater number of
own option and leaves all the other
executive offices to be filled, an in¬
subjects for plugging at examination
creased craze for dancing, afternoon
time,—and the fellow who observes
teas, etc., a curriculum tending to
certain psychological laws relative to
dampen the student’s enthusiasm for
memory. When we recall to mind the
his particular phase of agriculture,—
class mates of our various years, we
with a correspondingly less time de-
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voted to purely intellectual development,—then let us have the opinions

of the present student body expressed
in the College magazine.

Tk@ ffcw Democracy

D

By J. F. Andrews, ’23

N A recent issue of a well-known
magazine this headline appeared:
‘‘Thirty Million
Russians
Face
Death by Starvation.” On the follow¬
ing page we read of the business stag¬
nation and hardship prevailing in the
U. S., because they had gathered unto
themselves one-third of the world’s
gold supply, and had produced an ex¬
cess of food. As I pondered over this
strange contrast, and endeavoured to
find its cause, the conviction was forced
upon me that the foundation of our
civilization is crumbling. Remain sta¬
tionary we cannot. Go backward, we
will not. Go forward, we must. But,
if we are to go forward, we must build
a new structure, whose foundation shall
be firmly and permanently laid on a
“New Democracy.”
Democracy has been defined by the
martyr President of the U. S. A.,
Abraham Lincoln, as “government of
the people, for the people, by the peo¬
ple,” and he has well spoken.
This
definition does not go back to the
source.
Democracy is a spirit, the
essence of which is trust in the moral
instincts of the common people. Ballot
boxes and franchise laws are but its
trappings; democratic forms of gov¬
ernment are its offspring.
Govern¬
ments are democratic only to the de¬
gree in which there exists a spirit of
trust and confidence between the gov¬
ernors and the governed.
The spirit of democracy has manifest¬
ed itself since earliest times. Athens,
in the fifth century, under Pericles,

boasted the most perfect of ancient
democracies.
All citizens of purely
Athenian blood were granted an equal
voice in deciding the policy and affairs
of the state; but the alien within their
gates, and the slave population, which
exceeded the free-born population in
numbers, had no part in the govern¬
ment. We see, that this was a very
limited form of democracy, yet in that
period it was conspicuous as an oasis
of democracy in the midst of the desert
sands of autocracy.
Following along the path of legend
and history, through the dark ages,
the middle ages and up to modern times,
we can dimly trace the growth of the
democratic spirit; sometimes in the
ascendant, sometimes thrust backward
by the ruthless hand of tyranny.
And
the waves of the incoming tide rear their
foam-crowned crests and thunder on
the shore, then return to the deep from
which they came, their progress can
scarcely be noted; yet progress is ir¬
resistible.
Slowly the tide creeps in
across the shore. So, advancing and re¬
ceding, the spirit of democracy moved
forward over the face of the earth.
That spirit had been deeply planted in
the hearts of men. As well might we
forbid the grass to grow and the flowers
to spring forth under the influence of
spring showers and sunshine as to sup¬
press that deeply-rooted desire for
freedom. Thus it grew, finding its most
perfect expression in the British Em¬
pire in the early years of the 20th cen¬
tury. That Empire, consisting of the
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motherland, and the self-governing do¬
minions in all parts of the world is
bound together only by the bonds of
mutual trust and confidence, its pri¬
vileges are extended to all, its active
obligations forced upon none.
We
fondly imagined that we had almost
reached the perfect democracy.
Then, with the suddenness of the
crashing thunderstorm, darkening the
brightness of the summer sky, came
war. In the midst of the noise of bat¬
tle we looked about us to see what weak
points in our system permitted such a
condition to exist, We found three:
We had thought that we managed
our own affairs, but now realized that
we had placed the conduct of our for¬
eign relations in the hands of a few ex¬
perts and were now called upon to
honour obligations contracted in our
name. There was no thought of repu¬
diating these obligations.
However,
the fact was forced home upon us that
while the world’s statesmen had for
two generations talked peace at the
Hague and elsewhere, they had secretly
feared and prepared for war, Secret
diplomacy had failed, failed miserably.
Previous to the outbreak of war, we
thought that international trade would
preserve peace.
Financial, manufac¬
turing and mercantile interests knew
no boundaries. They extended in all
directions and bound the nations of the
world together in a common interest.
We forgot that these relationships were
built on selfishness.
We compete in
commerce, and self-advancement is the
motive of our education. Science and
selfishness have armed us man against
man and nation against nation with
tenfold powers of destruction.
The
force which we believed would prevent
war provoked it.
The third weakness which threatens
world peace is to be found in the attitude
of certain great powers to subject peo¬
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ples. There are governments in Europe
so foolish as to think that men and wo¬
men deprived of their nationals institu¬
tions, humiliated in their deepest feel¬
ings, deprived of their language and
forced into an alien mould, can make
good citizens and obedient subjects.
This cannot be. While these conditions
exist, world peace is insecure.
Four years of war dragged on. The
history of it is written in blood. It is
commemorated in wooden crosses and
in broken manhood. Then peace came,
and we turned ourselves to the tasks of
reconstruction.
The great problem
confronting the nations was this:—
How are international disputes to be
settled in future? There are two ways.
We can settle them by war or by law.
If by law, then we must have a world
state and a world law. The League of
Nations is the result of an attempt to
form a world state, and a world law.
We watched anxiously the workings of
the League. Would it accomplish that
for which we hoped; or would it fail?
We have seen a long series of petty
quarrels, the result of age long jealou¬
sies and hatreds, which have at times
threatened to rekindle the fires of war.
We have realized that suspicions and
hatreds which were learned in child¬
hood cannot easily be forgotten, and
that so long as they remain the world
peace is endangered.
How can we rid the world of these
conditions? By education. The states¬
men of any nation, no matter how
broad their vision, or how advanced
their thought, cannot lead their people
into paths for which their previous edu¬
cation has not prepared them.
The
people of the nations must learn the
spirit of democracy.
Herein lies our
duty. We who have traveled far along
the road must be the teachers of the
nations.
The British Empire stands before the
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world to-day as an example of a society
of nations, living together in peace,
and mutual affection.
Since August,
1921, Canada is a nation wdthin this
great group. We are proud to call our¬
selves Canadians; yet we are apt to un¬
derestimate the part we are called upon
to play in the destinies of nations. Our
population is only eight and a half mil¬
lions, but it has increased 60 per cent,
in the past twenty years. If this rate
of increase continues, there are children
in our public schools that wall live to
see the day when the population of
Canada will be equal to the present
white population of the British Empire.
We are destined to become a great pow¬
er among the nations for good or for
ill. We lie between the east and the
west and must interpret the one to the
other. We must build a bridge of un¬
derstanding between the United States
and other . English speaking nations.
Every Canadian citizen should be a
student of world politics so that we

may, when opportunity offers, cast into
the scale of international affairs the
weight of an intelligent public opinion.
We must turn our eyes forward, not
backward. The past is useful only to
cast light upon our forward path. How
we cling to old custom and tradition
and allow ourselves to be bound to it.
Even as we look forward, there seems
to be held before our eyes a mirror,
and, though looking forward, we see
only that which is behind. As we look
we can hear the ring of the woodman’s
axe. Dashing aside that which obscures
our vision, and looking forward we see
the adventureous pioneer hewing a
highway through the tangled and cha¬
otic mass. At the farther end an open¬
ing appears and beyond lie sunlit fields;
a land of peace, of trust and confidence.
The eyes of a strife-weary world are
upon it. Their feet are turning toward
it. It is the land of “The New Demo¬
cracy.”

AN OCTOBER SUNSET

One moment the slim cloud flakes seem
to lean
With
their
sad
sunward
faces
aureoled,
And longing lips set downward bright¬
ening,
To take the last sweet hand kiss of
the king,
Gone down beyond the closing west
acold;

Paying no reverence to the slender
queen,
That like a curved olive leaf of gold
Hangs low in heaven, rounded to¬
ward the sun,
Or the small stars that one by one un¬
fold
Down the gray border of the night
begun.
—Archibald Lampman.
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OSEPH HOWE declared that a
wise nation should preserve its
records, gather up its muniments,
decorate the tombs of its illustrious
dead, repair its structures and foster
national pride and love of country by
perpetual references to the sacrifices and
glories of the past.
The Canadian National Parks Branch

Ruins of Fort Ste. Marie II.

of the Department of the Interior, with
the advice and co-operation of the His¬
toric Sites and Monuments Board of
Canada, is collecting information con¬
cerning the historic sites of Canada
judged by historical experts to be wor¬
thy of preservation and restoration and,
so far as opportunity and resources
permit, is erecting tablets and monu¬
ments in memory of the great dead
where these served their day and gen¬
eration and created the soul of Cana¬
dian history.

Among the historic sites to receive
immediate attention is Fort Ste Marie
II., on Christian Island, Georgian Bay.
Here was wrought one of the most tra¬
gic episodes in early Canadian history.
Here the Huron nation, numbering at
the time of Champlain’s visit 30,000
but then reduced to less than 8,000
souls, made their last stand against the

Sketch by Fathzr Martin in 1855.

Iroquois enemy and here during* the
winter of 1649-50, with the exception of
about 300, all perished of starvation
and disease.
Here too was the last
stand of the Jesuit missionaries who
for twenty-five years had toiled, at the
cost of incredible suffering and sacri¬
fice, to civilize and christianize the na¬
tives of that region.
On June 10th,
1650, after a terrible last year spent on
Christian Island, the missionaries de¬
cided that they could no longer battle
against the merciless Iroquois and,
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taking with them the pitiful remnant of
the Huron tribe, set out on their long
and sorrowful journey to Quebec.
They had built two stone forts, one
on the mainland on the banks of the
river Wye, near the present town of
Penetanguishene, which for ten years
had been their headquarters for the
score of missions they had founded in
the neighbourhood. In 1649 the Hurons
in terror of the Iroquois, fled to the
island now called Christian Island.
The missionaries decided to follow
them. They destroyed Fort Ste. Marie
I. and removed to the island where
they built a new fort named Fort Ste.
Marie II., much stronger than the
first, with stone walls fourteen feet
high, and stout bastions at the corners
and also dwellings for the Hurons
which they protected with palisades.
They were fortunate enough to find
stone and lime on the island sufficient
for their needs. Fort Ste. Marie I. and
Fort Ste Marie II. were the first stone
fortifications built on the American
continent.
It is possible to imagine their activi¬
ties during that late summer of 1649.
They migrated to the island in the
month of June and with the help of the
Hurons and their own staff they set to
work to build their military fortress.
Before the winter set in they had com¬
pleted their task.
With the completion of the fort, the
missionaries were in hopes that at last
they had adequate protection from
their enemies. There are two passages
in the relations referring to their out¬
look. They rejoice greatly in all cir¬
cumstances that promise maintenance
and success and for these express ar¬
dent gratitude to God. Of their fears
and dangers they make less account
though they cannot ignore them. In
one of the passages there is one of those
characteristically lyrical outbursts of

appreciation of the grandeur of the
country in which their perilous lot had
been cast.
“These great forests which since the
creation of the world have not been
broken by the hand of man received
us pour hostes and the land without
digging furnishes us with stone and
ciment which we needed to fortify our¬
selves against our enemies so that,
thanks to God, we find ourselves in
a very good state of defence, having
built a little fort so strongly that it
will easily defend itself and fear
neither fire not mining nor the esca¬
lade of the Iroquois.”
But in these passages there is the
shadow of a great fear. Three miles of
sea had been placed between them¬
selves and their enemy and both they
and their flock could shelter behind
the walls of their fort and palisades.
But the Iroquois infested the mainland
and had the power to starve the refu¬
gees by preventing their access to food
resources The missionaries did what
was possible to store food for the winter,
Indian corn and smoked fish, but their
supplies proved pathetically inadequate
and by the end of the winter all but 300
of the once powerful tribe of the Hu¬
rons had been carried away by starva¬
tion and disease.
There is to-day a
grave on the island twenty-five feet
in circumference where three or four
hundred of the Indian dead must have
been buried together. Fort Ste. Marie
II. had promised a permanent shelter
for the missionaries and their helpless
charges but the thickness and height of
its walls were of little avail against the
still more powerful enemies of famine
and disease.
The ruins of the fort are to-day easily
traceable though much overgrown with
trees and brush. The site is on the
northern side of the great bay which
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indents the south-eastern coast line of
Christian Island. The ruins lie about
130 feet from the lake shore. The fort
was originally 72 feet square, flanked
by four bastions, solidly built in stone
and mortar and covering about a quarr
ter of an acre. It is believed that the
walls were 14 feet high, testifying to
the energy of the missionaries and their
native helpers who must have carried
through the work during one summer.
These walls are still in places two to
four feet high.
Within the inclosure
is a wall extending at right angles some
16 feet which was evidently a part of
the interior building plan. There are
also interesting traces of a palisade
around the fort. These practical mis¬
sionaries laid cedar sills beneath the
swampy ground to support the stakes.
One of these was recently dug up in an
excellent state of preservation by an
officer of the Canadian National Parks
Branch. Within the fort is a protected
spring built up in solid masonry about
five feet square, and a cedar drain con¬
structed by the missionaries to carry
away the water is still visible. Of other
interior buildings there is now no sign.
At present the island is an Indian re¬
serve and for some years the present
inhabitants have busied themselves
digging for relics and for imaginary
treasure. Two years ago an Indian was
fortunate enough to discover a brass
cannon three feet long, clearly abandon¬
ed by the Jesuits on their departure for
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Quebec. This cannon was bought from
the Indian by the Mayor of Penetanguishene and placed in the local museum of
that town. The broken remains of the
chapel bell have been found in a corner
of the ruins and brass utensils bearing
French inscriptions, together with a
number of coins of the period. A steel
stamp bearing the three letters
“I.
H. S.”, used for making sacramental
wafers, was discovered in 1848 and is
now in the British Museum.
Tradition says that when the Chippewas. migrated to the island in the
early part of the eighteenth century from
the Lake Superior region, they found
there a few christianized Indians speak¬
ing a language quite different from their
own. This circumstance seems to have
given the island its present name.
Originally it was called “St. Joseph’s
Island.” The tribal name of the In¬
dians then found there is not known,
but it is supposed that they were a rem¬
nant of the ancient Hurons who had
gathered about the ruins of the last
stronghold of their race.
It is hoped that during the present
year the preservation work contemplat¬
ed by the Canadian National Parks
Branch will be carried out. It is intend¬
ed to place a memorial tablet on the
site and to clear, drain, fence and guard
the property so that national piety may
not be charged with neglect of one of
the most interesting historic sites in
Canada.

No other human occupation opens
so wide a field for the profitable and
agreeable combination of labor with
cultivated thought, as agriculture.—
Abraham Lincoln.
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Its Habits and Control
By B. A. Ward, ’23
tqp)HE adult wax moth (Galleria
melonella) is an inconspicuous
insect of grayish color with little
to distinguish it from any other moths
whose life histories are very different.
It is found in nearly all portions of
Europe and North America, and to the
careless and ignorant beekeeper is a
serious pest. In certain sections of high
altitude or very dry climate it is ap¬
parently unable to live and disappears
very soon after being introduced.
It
is much more destructive in the warmer
sections than in those where the season
is short, and in some localities can be
found at work all the year round.
As with all other members of the
Lepidoptera, the metamorphosis is com¬
plete, and it is during the second or larvae
stage of the life cycle that the damage to
the combs is done. The moths remain
secluded during the day unless dis¬
turbed, but are very active at nights,
laying their eggs in crevices or corners
of the hive from which the larvae, upon
emerging, can easily reach the combs.
A single moth can lay hundreds of eggs
which she glues firmly to whatever she
has chosen for their reception.
When first hatched the larvae are
very small white caterpillars. At ma¬
turity they are most repulsive looking
creatures and may be as much as one
inch in length. Very soon after emerg¬
ing they begin burrowing and unless the
colony is strong and .vigorous the total
destruction of the comb may be com¬
pleted in a very short space of time.
The entire larval period, which may ex¬
tend for from thirty-five to forty-five
days, is spent in tunnelling through the

combs. The larvae feed as much on the
pollen stored in the cells as upon the
combs and appear to have a special
fondness for comb which has previously
been used for brood-rearing.
New
drawn comb holds no attraction for
them when the other is within reach.
The cocoons are spun in masses in¬
side the hive where the larvae period
has been spent, although they may be
found in any place which offers suitable
protection. About two weeks are re¬
quired for the change from larva to ma¬
ture moth to take place.
In warm localities it is probable that
these insects breed all the year round.
In Canada, however, their activities
are checked for several months of the
year.
They are very susceptible to
cold and can speedily be destroyed by
exposure to severe freezing. Only those
which succeed in locating a crevice near
to the cluster of bees are likely to sur¬
vive the winter outside. Some may be
carried upon the hives or frames into
the cellar or other places, where the
temperature does not drop much below
freezing and thus pass the winter in
comparative comfort. This should be
guarded against.
To find wax-moths in a hive is an
almost certain indication that some¬
thing is wrong. A normal colony will
usually defend itself without difficulty
against these pests, but a weak one will
rapidly be overrun and entirely de¬
stroyed.
Their presence, therefore,
indicates either carelessness or ignor¬
ance on the part of the beekeeper in
that healthy colonies' with strong pro¬
lific queens are never in danger of being
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destroyed. Experienced beekeepers are
seldom heard complaining of this insect,
as they realize that a reasonable amount
of care and regular attention will be
sufficient to entirely prevent any seri¬
ous effects.
The life of a larva in a strong colony
is very short and anything but sweet,
as the bees attack and drive it out al¬
most as soon as it emerges from the
egg. If left undisturbed it soon reduces
the combs to a mass of webs and empty
larvae cases and even the frames are so
badly eaten by the larvae while spinning
their cocoons as to be of little value.
Italian bees seem well able to withstand
the attacks of this insect, while black
varieties and hybrids are frequently
attacked and often destroyed by its
ravages.
From the foregoing it will be seen that
the most satisfactory remedy for the
prevention of this insect’s ravages is
constant care and regular inspection of
colonies. The beekeepers who are con¬
tent to place their supers in the spring
and leave them alone until fall has
every reason to expect to find his col¬
onies diseased and practically worth¬
less, as it is under such conditions that
the wax-moth thrives.
Extracted combs, of course, should
not be left exposed for any length of
time, and for this reason should be re¬
turned to the bees as soon as possible
after the honey is extracted. In winter
time, of course, they can be exposed to
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frost which both preserves the comb
and destroys any insects which may be
present. It is possible, however, that
the beekeeper will be obliged to use an
insecticide of some kind. In this event,
by-sulphide of carbon is as satisfactory
as any but must be handled with care
and protected from naked lights as the
fumes are highly inflammable. Combs
are usually stored in the supers and
can easily be fumigated without being
removed, providing an air-tight cham¬
ber is available. The supers are usually
piled five or six high, after bi-sulphide
of carbon is placed on top of each pile.
The door is then closed and the frames
allowed to remain in the chamber until
again needed.
The powerful fumes
quickly destroy any moths which may
be present.
Should the bi-sulphide of carbon
method prove too expensive or involved,
fumigation can be made quite satis¬
factorily with sulphur. A pan of woodashes is placed in an empty super on
the ground. The sulphur is then placed
on the ashes and the hives containing
the empty combs are placed in a stack
above the empty super. When the pile
is six or seven hives high, the top is put
on and allowed to stand for from
twenty to twenty-five minutes. At the
end of this time the sulphur fumes will
have penetrated everywhere and de¬
stroyed all the living larvae. A small
percentage of the eggs will also be de¬
stroyed.
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By Nora F. M. Holloway
T is early morning and cool, and
along the road, lined with shade
trees, move picturesque figures jogtrotting to the town with their wares
which very soon they will be selling in
the market-places and along the streets.
There are men and women in this crowd,
but they all carry heavy loads and move
with the same step because they have
found it easier than walking or running
as a means of covering the number of
miles between their homes and the city.
The men are not the only workers in
this country, and in many cases it is
the women and the children who do the
harder work and sometimes all of it,
while their men-folk gossip or sit stupid
from the effects of the drink they have
taken, listening to tales of the country.
The women wear very full skirts
sweeping the ground, plain white over¬
blouses and shawls draped over their
shoulders usually of a neutral colour;
but for the men only the brightest col¬
ours will do. Their tight-fitting trou¬
sers are often decorated with gold
braid and their hats and jackets over a
white blouse the same. A red sash is
always necessary and a bright coloured
blanket, folded up and carried over one
shoulder, during the day.
At night
time this blanket is wrapped well around
them and the hat pulled well down over
their eyes, until they appear very fero¬
cious looking people. Somewhere hid¬
den away may be a knife, and at the
slightest provocation this will be drawn
out and effectively used, even upon a
brother.
The peons moving along towards the
city are not sufficiently well off to afford
the gold braid, and the colours, and be¬
cause they are workers, may be dressed
in white with wide straw hats on their

heads and sandals on their feet. The
woman always moves a few paces to
the right and behind her man, and
should they be able to afford a donkey,
she walks at its tail while the man rides
on its haunches behind the crates or
sacks of the material it may be carrying.
There may be birds, fruits, vegetables
or clay pots in the crates and the same
things carried by those who are walking.
These, however, use a leather band,
passing the narrow band across the
forehead and the wider part hangs cradle
fashion behind and so supports the
crate on their back.
On each side of the road lie fields of
maize or of the cactus plants from
which the national drink of the country
is made. Beyond on every side can be
seen the foothills and behind them the
mountains.
Two of these are snowcovered all the year, and are volcanic.
One is called the Fire Mountain, be¬
cause it has done so much damage and
smokes continually; the other is known
as the Sleeping Lady—not because of
its quiescent nature, but because of its
shape.
As we leave the village behind, the
houses become fewer, but from all of
them signs of life are apparent. The
dogs sleeping in the doorway are kicked
out of the way by various members of
the household as they pass through the
low opening to fetch water from the
ditch near-by for household purposes.
A thin stream of smoke ascends through
a small hole in the thatch roof or else
from the fire before the door. The fire
is usually covered over at night and
after uncovering it in the morning a
straw fan is needed almost continuously
to keep it going in order to cook a meal.
The women squat in front of the fire
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with the fan in one hand while they use
the other hand to turn the thin cakes of
maize-meal laying on the top of the
charcoal or on a thin sheet of rusty tin.
Nearer the city these mud huts give
place to better built ones, and these in
turn to rows of sun-baked brick houses.
The cooking then is done at the edge of
the street in some kind of tin oven or
fireplace. The richer people have houses
built modern fashion of brick and stone
and with windows and doors, but be¬
cause of the heat, there are verandahs
round about and also a flat roof, often
turned into a garden so that the women
may enjoy the air and see the passers-by
unveiled, without themselves being
seen.
In the center of the city is a large
open square with the Cathedral on
one side and the Presidential Palace on
on the other. The Cathedral still has
its old sacrificial stones where long ago
human sacrifices of young men and girls
were offered up to the gods of their re¬
ligion. Hanging from the central tower
of the Palace is an old bell a relic and
memory of that night years ago when a
priest rang it in his little village as the
sign for the rising against the hated
Spaniards. Every year at 11 p.m. on the
fifteenth of September, the President
rings this same bell while the people
wait below for the first sound which re¬
minds them that they have thrown off
the yoke of Spain and are a free people.
Many streets lead out of this square
between rows and rows of stores until
they come to villages once again. One
leads into a wide avenue running in a
triple driveway for two and a quarter
miles to the base of a hill, the only one
in the whole of that valley. On the top
of the hill is built a castle of white stone
hidden among trees of dark foliage and
great height and with but one pathway
leading to it.
Sunday morning is really the time at
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which to see this part of the city; for so
soon as the morning service is over the
world and his wife drive up the avenue
from the city. In a very short time the
whole road is crowded with vehicles,
motors follow the inside drive, skirting
the flower beds which are a mass of
colour the year round. On their right
go the carriages, and again to the right,
but on the bridle path, the groups of
horsemen pass—officers of the guard,
aristocrats of the city, old and young;
some in European dress, and others in
the gay trappings and bright colours so
dear to the hearts of the people of that
land; or again, a few foreigners in their
sober dress and distinctive riding pos¬
ture. No one walks so there is no pro¬
vision made for foot-passengers. It is
a place of warmth and sunshine, bright
colours and flowers, dark-skinned peo¬
ple, and curious manners and customs.
But you must love the life even if it is a
lazy one, and its fascination affects you
after you leave the country so that you
live only for that time when you will
be again back amongst it.
Throughout the long day, the peons
pass throughout the city crying their
wares or sit in the markets and sell, but
as soon as the sun goes down, they pack
up their materials, fasten the crates on
on their own backs or on those of the
donkey, and unwrapping their shoul¬
der blanket throw it around them in
order to cover up the mouth—a protec¬
tion from the night air. As a final touch
the hat is pulled down and they start
on their homeward journey.
It soon
becomes dark and they
do not
wish to be out for they are afraid of
each other. Then no one has business
to be out at late hours. If luck has been
with them, they have earned the few
coppers which will supply their wants
for a day or so. So with low-spoken
adios to each other, they crawl into their
homes, set their crates away and hide
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the day’s earnings, unwind their blanket
once again, this time wrapping it en¬
tirely around them and throw them¬
selves down on the ground beside the

now-covered fire and sleep until they
again need money for life’s few neces¬
sities.

RwaJ Adt
In the mind of the average citizen,
agriculture is not often associated with
art, nor husbandry with music. It is
true that agricultural departments have
allotted to them duties which by no
stretch of the imagination can be called
agricultural. But so far as most people
know, few of these have yet undertaken
to interest the inhabitants of the
countryside, where they are supposed
to conform their habits with those of
the sun, in those finer things of life
that are considered to be the special
province of the cultured and leisured
classes—such things, for instance, as
the drama, letters and music.
Yet here, in the midst of bumper
crop reports, comes a special bulletin of
the Ontario Department of Agriculture
telling the people on the farms to act
plays by such persons as Lady Gregory
and Stanley Houghton, to discuss the
works of such artists as Turner and
Reynolds, to spend “An Evening with
the Stars,” to debate such topics as
“that Rome has contributed more to
the progress of mankind than has
Greece,” and to develop a taste for
good music. What next! What does
a man who shocks corn want to do with
Shakespeare’s exhilarating stanzas or a
girl who milks cows with Turner’s dis¬
tracting water-colors?
They want to do a great deal, if this
splendid pamphlet of the provincial
agriculture department is any guide.
And it is an encouraging sign of the

times that a government—a farmerlabor government, too—has a broad
enough vision and a wide enough plat¬
form to urge its rural citizens through
their societies to devote more of their
time to the subjects already outlined.
It goes so far as to give the rules and
procedure of debates and to suggest 113
subjects of debate, from “that mixed
farming is more profitable than special
farming” to “that Russia is destined
to become a greater world power than
Japan.” It tells how to organize rural
community players, how to rehearse,
what books to read (including Roy
Mitchell’s “Shapeskeare for Community
Players”), and furnishes a selection of
43 plays suitable for amateur produc¬
tion. Some of these are of the highest
order. As to music, the government
discusses its cultural and social value
and lists several volumes which will
serve as starting points to higher stu¬
dies.
The good that can be accomplished
in this direction is almost limitless.
Such welcome propaganda means a
fuller intellectual life for those who
people the land. It will spread thought
and stimulate interest in ideas; it will
mean a happier countryside and a bet¬
ter farm system, for the more enlight¬
ened the outlook the more intelligent
will be the methods of those who pos¬
sess it. It will make country life more
congenial and more helpful, and it will
encourage a broader and truer Canadianism. And that is much to be de¬
sired. Congratulations are due to the
Ontario Department of Agriculture,
and to Prof. O. J. Stevenson, of Guelph
College, who compiled this bulletin.—

Ottawa Citizen.
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N behalf of the students at the
O. A. C. The Review extends to
our new neighbours, the Vet¬
erinarians, a most cordial welcome to
College Heights.
Though you have
beaten some of us to our favorite board¬
ing houses, we begrudge you not your
luck, and we hope that the time may
soon come when a new students’ resi¬
dence may find its place near the Ontario
Veterinary College. We are very glad
to hear that arrangements are already
under way whereby the newcomers will
work along with us in the athletic field
and it is to be hoped that as time goes
on their literary and other societies
may also co-operate with our own. We
realize that the O. V. C. is an entirely
separate institution from the O. A. C.
but there is no reason why the students

Omit

City

of both institutions should not work
and play together to mutual ad¬
vantage.
Arrangements have been made where¬
by the Veterinary students will have
lectures in several subjects from the O.
A. C. lecturers. Whether our men are
to take lectures in Veterinary work at
the new college is not known at the time
of writing, but remembering certain
lectures in our first and second years
the entire staff of The Review have
unanimously voted in favour of sticking
with our healthy animals and leaving
you to play by yourselves in your big
airy class-rooms.
There was a time
when we could rhyme off the “bones of
fore extremity,” forewards, backwards
and crosswise, but now we have for¬
gotten all such annoying details.
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S'Mppoiri tikd
To the majority of our students it
should not be necessary to say any¬
thing about the necessity of supporting
our rugby teams. Some, however, have
very little sense of what might be called
the responsibilities of citizenship at the
O. A. C. Unfortunately not all of us
are able to play rugby, or have the am¬
bition and determination which are
necessary to carry us through the daily
practices and to turn out a good player;
but there is no reason why every student
of the College should not give the fel¬
lows who do play his consistent and
whole-hearted support. In this respect
we have been somewhat lax in past
years. It is a grave reflection on college
spirit at this institution when we find
students passing up rugby games on our
own campus, with our own team battl¬
ing for honour for the O. A. C., to watch
other teams play in nearby cities, or to
spend an afternoon watching a matinee
in a downtown theatre.
Not all of us realize just what it costs
the fellows who play on the teams. We
may have envied the half-back whose
spectacular runs have earned him the
applause of the spectators, but we do
not consider all the time and hard work
it has cost him to become what he has.

As a rule there is a practise every after¬
noon from four to six. When the team
plays away from town he misses several
lectures which must be caught up by
extra work at night.
Training rules
demand that he foreswear part of the
social life which the rest of us enjoy.
No man in the college has less time in
which to do his work and enjoy himself
than the rugby player in the football
season. In addition there is always the
chance of painful and expensive injury.
And yet our rugby players carry on for
the love of the game and honour of
the college.
♦

Strong support on the side lines is the
best encouragement we can give.. At¬
tend every game, learn all the college
yells and keep one eye on the cheer¬
leader.
Don’t take your best girl to
the game; meet her afterward.
You
can yell more effectively when there
are no distracting influences. Cut out
the movies for a while and when the
team runs an excursion to Toronto, go
along and give your support.
The
team is out for a championship.
The
players are doing their part; Ken For¬
man is doing his; let us do ours as well.
All together! Let’s go!

■ygsnr?
With the opening of a cafeteria and
tea-room in the basment of the din¬
ing-hall the College Heights come a
step nearer to being a self-sustaining
community and a long-felt want is wellfilled.
Professor’s wives down town need no
longer worry when stormy weather ties
up the car-service. Right up here we
have a most attractive, clean and com¬
fortable place to eat and what is more,
we can get well-cooked food, nicely

served. Visitors to the college, shortcourse and Veterinary College students
will find the new cafeteria a great con¬
venience, more pleasant surroundings
and better food are not to be had in the
city and prices are very reasonable in
all lines. What more can anyone wish?
Afternoon tea will be served, and if
arranged for, the balcony in the dining
hall may be reserved for special parties. .
Housewives on College Heights will be
pleased to hear that cakes may be had
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on Saturdays if ordered on Friday.
But what an advantage for the stu¬
dents of O. A. C. and Macdonald Insti¬
tute! When some cold, zippy morning
you find that the Dean has forestalled
your tardy footsteps and locked the
door promptly at eight o’clock, how
easy to fool him all to pieces by drop¬
ping down to the cafeteria for a poached
egg on toast. And when you find the
aroma of your pet aversion in the line
of eats greeting you as you sail in to the
dining-hall for dinner, how nice to
know that there is an assortment of
delectables down stairs from which
you may pick just what you like best.
And though we be not a race of teahounds, it is not hard to imagine the

Classes of Entry:
1. Short story or descriptive
2. Technical article,
an agricultural topic.

essay.

preferably

on

3. Poem.
4. Photograph.
Competition Rules.
1. Only original work is to be sub¬
mitted.
2. All entries must be in the Review
office on or before November the eighth.
3. It must be understood by compe¬
titors that all entries are for publica¬
tion in The Review should the Editor so
desire. Publication values will there¬
fore be considered in making awards.
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satisfaction that could be caused by a
hot cup of tea after a cold hour and a
half’s standing on the side lines at a
football game.
The proximity of a
place where sandwiches may be pro¬
cured at any time will appeal to the
midnight-oil specialist.
Miss Helen Gayman, a graduate of
last year’s associate class is managing
the new eating place. Those who are
acquainted with her work at Macdon¬
ald Institute tell us that if there is any¬
one capable of administering the affairs
of a cafeteria and tea room to the satis¬
faction of everyone, that person is
Miss Gayman.
It looks as though they
were right.

4. All manuscripts submitted are to
become the sole property of the Review.
5. Every entry will be given a num¬
ber when received and will be judged
under that number by a committee
from the Faculty.
6. Stories and articles, it is suggested,
should not exceed 2,400 words in length.
7. Photograph? must be of some
scene about the college or of some
phase of college life.
8. The competition is open to present
students at the O. A. C. or of Mac¬
donald Institute.
9. Substantial
first,
second and
third prizes will be awarded in each
class, the amounts to be announced on
the College bulletin boards.
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“The heights by great men reached and
kept,
Were not attained by single flight:
But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night."
11.00 P. M.— Upper Panton.
“Well,” the red-headed freshman
turned to his black-haired room-mate,
“let’s turn in. This has been a pretty
interesting day but I guess we can’t see
or do anything more to-night.”
“Yeh,” his new - found side - kick
replied. “It’s been a day. Seems like
kind of a nice place, doesn’t it..”
“Uh-huh,” grunted Rusty, as he
removed an outer layer, “and an awful
friendly bunch of fellows too. Why, I
was talkin’ to a guy who seemed to
know everythin’ about this place—must
be in the fourth year—’n he gave me a
whole lot of good advice. Told me
about the books I’d need—he has about
three dozen of them that he used in his
first year and he’s goin’ to let me have
’em all at half price. And did you know
they were givin’ a party for us to¬
morrow afternoon at that girls’ place
over there—Macdonald Hall or some¬
thin’. Yeh, he told me all about it.
And to-morrow morning, he said, Presi¬
dent Reynolds and Manning Doherty
are goin’ to show us first-year fellows
all over the whole college and explain
everythin’. This guy said we’d have
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an awful busy day to-morrow and the
best thing we could do would be to get
to sleep early to-night so we’d be good
and rested for the big doings to¬
morrow.”
“That goes with me,” rejoined the
black-haired one. “I’m so darn tired
now that I’ll be asleep in two minutes.
Better lock the door though. I’ve still
got a little dough in my pockets after
appeasin’ the disburser or whatever you
call that fat old fellow who corrals all
the money.
11.30 P. M.— Upper Panton.
Snores.
1.30 A. M.—Judging Pavilion.
A crowd of sophs and a sprinkling of
juniors are listening to an inspiring
address from an official of the soph class.
He deals entirely with the responsibili¬
ties of his class mates in the matter of
college traditions, the duties of citizen¬
ship and all that kind of stuff.
“Now remember, you guys, this job
hasn’t been bungled in twenty years,
so watch your step. Two by two up
the stairs and two men park in front
of each door. I’ll head the gang up
the Craig Street steps and Bill here will
take the bunch up by Mill Street.
We’ll meet somewhere on the Pantons,
probably about the Tower Steps. We’ve
queered the lights in all the halls, so
feel your way along. I’ll fix all the
doors—we’ve only the one key. Soon
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as that’s done I’ll blow the whistle and
the rest will be up to you. If anybody
gets fresh, give him the tap but make
it snappy, and get over to the Hunts as
soon as you can. And remember now,
tennis shoes or sock feet, and not a
whisper out of anybody/”
2.00 A. M.—Craig Street and Lower
Panton stairs.
With a minimum of noise a small
army slowly makes its way up the
narrow steps. Half-way up the leader
stops.
“No hurry, you guys,” he whispers,
“we’ve got all night for this job, so go
slow and easy. If you come too fast
you’ll queer the whole works. And
remember the fourth and seventh steps
on the top flight are creakers. Pass
back the word to those guys at the
bottom to cut out that talking, they’re
makin’ more noise than an aeroplane.
Again the stairs is alive and the
ribbon of men slowly crawls its way
upward in the night. Soon there is
another halt and from the Stygian
darkness of the upper regions comes a
stage whisper.
“Who the deuce,” it demands, “is
the poor boob with the boots on. Tell
him to fall out right now or take his
boots off. We can stand it.”
2.10 A. M.—Lower Panton.
Two shadowy forms stand silently
in front of every door. From down the
hall comes a faint “click”: an interval
of a few seconds, then another “click,”
still fainter. Wonderful is the power
of a master key in the hands of a youth
in sock feet.
A shadow in front of Room 81 nudges
a dark form in front of Room 82. A
soft whisper comes;
“What do you know, these birds in
here are awake. Yeh. Can hear ’em
movin’ around. But it doesn’t matter:

we’ll get ’em anyway’s long’s they
haven’t got both beds and the bureau
behind the door.
“Take your time,” is the rejoinder.
“We’ll come over ’n help you soon as
we’re through our job here. Guess he
must be nearly down the hall now.
We’d better be ready.
For a space there is silence.
Then, as everyone strains his ears for
the expected signal, there comes through
the darkness a shrill whistle. The
shadowy figures are galvanized into
action. As though run by clockwork,
every door on the top floor is opened
simultaneously and into every room
rush two flying forms. To each bed
runs a man, a strenuous heave does the
job, and the occupant of the bed comes
out of his dreams to find himself on the
floor and his bed on top of him. As,
half awake, he struggles to free himself
from mattress and blankets, the wellaimed contents of a half-full water
pitcher complete the awakening process
and the two denizens of the room stand
shivering amid the ruins of their new
home. Of their visitors there remains
not a trace, but from the end of the hall
comes a clear voice; “All right, fellows,
everybody over to the Hunts.”
As none of the Pantonites have as
yet had time to acquaint themselves
with the labyrinthine windings of the
residence corridors, and moreover not
one will venture very far from his own
door-step, the residents of Lower and
Upper Hunt sleep peacefully on till a
shrill whistle blows, the quietness of
the stilly night is rudely shattered and
on another section of unsuspecting
freshies there descends the millennium
and the deluge. College traditions
have again been sustained and the beds
are dumped for another year.
3.00 A. M.—Grub Alley.
In Room 110 a half dozen sophs were
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doubled up in knots and laughing till
the tears run.
“Yeh,” choked the fellow in the gray
sweater, to a visitor who inquired as to
the cause of all the hilarity, “this guy
sat up just as I rushed in but he was still
half asleep so I gave the old bed a hoist
and popped him over. But he was
right up on his toes in a minute and
sassin’ back for all he was worth.
“ Tf you’re not off this flat in ten
seconds, I’ll kick you off myself,’ he
says, ‘y°u fellows go too darn far alto¬
gether.”

“Whew/”
ejaculated the visitor,,
“some gall for a freshman. Did you
biff him one..”
“Not much,” from the gray sweater.
“I got out of that hall in two seconds.”
“Saphead,” the visitor was plainly
disgusted: “why didn’t you tell him
where he got off at and teach him a
little about respect for his seniors .”
“Nothin’ doin’. It was me that was
doing the getting off. You see it hap¬
pened to be Room 67 and the guy was.
the assistant dean!”

It happened in this wise. He had
just received the news; the longed-for
freedom was his at last: the red cap
need no longer be worn. He felt that
something must be done to celebrate
such an historic event, but the question
arose as to what it would be. However,
fate, in the form of a pretty Macite, met
him in this reckless mood and although
he had never done such a thing before in
his life, almost unconsciously he asked
her to go to the theatre with him that
night. Having a desire to see the opera
she replied that she would be pleased
to go with him. This flattered him im¬
mensely and he began to feel something
like the “man of the world” he had once
read of in the women’s section of the
farm paper they took back home. She
soon left him with a swish of silk and he
wished the fellows back home could
have seen him.
On being alone, his exhilaration
gradually left him and in its place came
a certain trepidation and foreboding
that could not be denied. He didn’t
know if he could get seats as they had
been on sale for some time, but on
phoning the office he was told there
were two seats left. “Where are they..”

he replied. “In the dress circle.”
“How much are they..” “Three dollars
each, including the war tax.” He be¬
gan to perspire freely—it was so warm.
“Haven’t you any others..” “No.”
What could he do.. He took them.
On going to his room the red cap met his
gaze. How he wished the freshmen had
had to wear them one day longer.
After tea, while dressing for the occa¬
sion, some of his pals asked him where
he was going. He replied, as nonchal¬
antly as possible, ’’Fussing”—a word
which he had but recently added to his
vocabulary. This information brought
forth all sorts of remarks which, instead
of bothering him, gave him a feeling of
aloofness that was quite pleasant and
made him forget temporarily the matter
of expense. He kept looking at his
watch and the more he looked the more
nervous he became, but this passed
as the time for action came and during
his walk to the hall the crisp clear
air restored to him his self-reliance.
He rang the bell vigorously, and
waited. The maid was in no hurry to
come. He rang again and waited; and
the big broad building exuded an
atmosphere of mystery. His calmness
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began to leave him. The door opened
unexpectely, which made him more
uneasy. He followed the maid into
the hall where some other men were
waiting. She asked him whom he
wanted but the name had left him.
The maid looked stonily at him while
grins spread over the faces of those
present. She asked again; in his con¬
fusion he dropped his hat. He tried
again, “Miss. . . . Miss ...” A titter
came from somewhere in the ceiling,
and looking up he saw a row of girls
lying on the floor gazing at him through
the balustrade. He felt like bolting.
Fortune had not, however, completely
deserted him. The young lady came
slowly down the stairs and forgetting
everything he rushed forward and
greeted her with such a sigh of relief
that she wondered what it meant.
After reaching the theatre the curtain
rose almost immediately, and he was

glad as he didn’t have to attempt a
conversation. It was an Italian opera
and, neither being very fond of music,
nor understanding the words, he found
it very uninteresting. The time for
the last car to leave for the college
gradually drew near and still the enter¬
tainment continued. They did manage
to get out in time to see IT disappear
around a corner. There was nothing
for him to do but get a taxi. At the
Hall she bade him a short adieu, after
expressing her thanks, and disappeared
quickly in the door. He strolled over
to his rooms, his mind a chaos of
thoughts. He turned on the light and
was greeted by his room mate with,
“What kind of a time did you have?”
He replied that he had never had such
a time in his life before. “When are
you going to take her again?” “Oh,
keep quiet! I have to stop fussing and
settle down to work.”

Tkd MYM—Ska!! W@ Edlisum
From all the changes that have
taken place on the campus during the
past summer, we might gain the im¬
pression that all is change and nothing
is permanent. Many friends of the
College rather resent these changes
and quite probably they do seem severe
to those who have vivid recollections
of what once was. However, perman¬
ency retained because of sentiment
only is not “highly desirable”.
This thought might be applied with
some justification to the institutional
as to the more material environment
of our Alma Mater. Not as victims
to the thirst for change but as cool
thinkers and intensely interested stud¬
ents, some of the Students’ Council
and Y. M. C. A. executives have for
various reasons concluded that, as a
necessary and serviceable institution

?

around College, the “Y” has ceased to
function. With some hesitation as to
how the matter might be viewed by
the students generally, no particular
action was taken during the past two
years, although members of both execu¬
tives sounded certain thoughtful stud¬
ents for their opinions and quietly
endeavored to obtain the impressions
of a number of others as to whether
the “Y” was satisfactorily filling the bill.
Two years ago, it was decided to
pay particular attention to the election
of a capable executive and give the
Y. M. C. A. a chance to re-establish
its position in the life of the College.
Under J. G. Davidson’s committee, a
noble effort was put forth to serve the
men in each of the four constitutional
phases of Y. M. C. A. endeavour.
Davy discovered that after all was
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accomplished, they were overshadowed
by the successful work of the Athletic
Association, Literary Society and Social
Committee in the physical, mental and
social departments of the Y. M. C. A.
activities. Nothing was left for them
to do. There was no recognized need
in these matters. The “Y” could
engage without successful competition
on none of its programme except the
religious welfare.
Gordon Horne with his committee
was returned to office last year and
they have found that Davidson had
indeed tried to accomplish a well-nigh
impossible task. Again it was very
evident that three of their main avenues
of service were practically closed to
them by the success of organizations
with activities which overlapped the
“Y” programme.
In the face of this state of affairs,
and considering that other colleges
under similar circumstances have done
away with the Y. M. C. A., it was
decided to get more information regard¬
ing their course of action in the matter.
So Mr. Ernest Clark, of the Student
Christian Movement, Toronto, and
formerly a great “Y” man, and Mr.
DeWitt Scott, of the Student Volunteer
Movement, Toronto, were consulted.
After several conferences, it was resolved
by the “Y” executive to petition the
Students’ Council to present the case
before the Student Body and call for
an expression of opinion as to whether
the Y. M. C. A. should be discontinued.
The following recommendations were
forwarded to the Council, and arrange¬
ments were made to publish them in
The Review, and call for a vote early
in October.
The Y. M. C. A. executive
mends:
(1) That the Y. M. C. A. as
at present be abolished and
organization along the lines

recom¬
existing
a new
of the
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Students’
Christian
Movement
be
founded.
(2) That the new organization take
over the religious activities of College
life.
(3) That the present Y. M. C. A.
executive remain in office until the
expiration of their term on December
31st, in order to satisfactorily dispose
of all their activities and business.
(4) That the sum of one hundred
dollars be granted to the new organiza¬
tion and the remainder of the finances
be held in trust by the Students’ Council
for future Chapel services.
(5) That a nominal fee sufficient to
defray Chapel service expenses be col¬
lected by the College at time of regis¬
tration.
(6) That the Philharmonic Society
be requested to prepare the Chapel for
services.
(7) That the Y. M. C. A. library be
donated to the Student Christian Move¬
ment at the College.
(8) That, if the new organization
will not be responsible for Chapel Ser¬
vice speakers, a Committee of one from
the Faculty, one from Macdonald Hall
and two from O. A. C. take charge of
this matter.
To those who gave any attention to
Mr. Ketchem’s explanation of the
Student Christian Movement last year
when he addressed them in class, the
aim of the movement will be quite clear
—to promote the living-out of the
teachings of Jesus. This is to be
attempted without the detailed and
intricate organization of the present
Y. M. C. A., and no fee of membership
is required. The only requirement
being sympathy with the aim and a
willingness to assist in the spiritual life
of the College. This is the movement
that the Y. M. C. A. executive have
recommended to assume the direction
of the religious life at the College.
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It is desirable that every under¬
graduate should very seriously consider
the move for abolishing an institution

of long standing and express his opinion
in an unbiased and thoughtful manner
in October.

{huiddinift AtModdj
A

Word to the Fellow Who Has Hitherto Been Merely an Onlooker
on the Sidelines

Another college year has come. Are
we any better off physically than we
were last year. If not, on whom can
we lay the blame? There are excellent
opportunities here at the 0. A. C. for
improvement, and we certainly cannot
blame anyone but ourselves for our
condition. Think a minute—Can you
do justice to your studies without
taking any care of your health? It
can’t be done, old man, and you will
be better off when you come to realize
it. Let me give you an example of
another College of good standing and
prominence: Iowa State College.
When you first look over their
calendar you find that it is necessary
for you to pass a certain physical test
before you are allowed to start on your
college career. Then, when you have
read the whole book, you will have
found that to get a Degree from there
you have to pass certain tests or exami¬
nations in athletics just th.e same as
you do in any other subject. You
must be able to jump a certain height,
do the hundred yards in a specified
time, pole vault, swim the length of
the tank and a number of other things.
In other words, you have to be an
athletic student. Take a look over
that list. Can you jump four feet, six
inches? Can you do the hundred yards
in eleven seconds, or vault seven feet,

or swim the tank? If you can, then
my tip to you is—keep it up; you ought
to be able to do more than that. If
you can’t well—why can’t you? Per¬
haps you say, “I am not physically fit”.
You may not be, but have you ever
tried? No one asks you to do the
impossible. Why not start this fall?
You will never learn younger. If there
is any line of sport which catches your
fancy, drop around to Ken Forman and
talk to him about it.
You will find him a most willing and
helpful chap. He wants to see you
out there doing something.
Of course you must have seen his
plans for this year in last month’s
Review and you will be in a good
position to pass your opinion on that
layout. But we want more than your
opinion! We want you! Those of us
who were privileged to be here during
the fall of 1920 will recall the fun we
had that year when the mass athletics
program was carried out. How much
easier we found the studying, just
because we were more fit to study.
It is only natural to suppose that
we would like to see you break a bunch
of records but, in my experience, that
is a job for which a man is born, not
made. But don’t let that stop you
from trying. You may find, to your
amazement—and ours, too—that you
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can set that record so far in the air
that it will never come down. But,
just for the present forget about those
records. They were only made to
make you aim higher. And while I
am on the subject, don’t be foolish
enough to think that the fellow who
made that record wasn’t in the same
position you are in at one time. You
may be a bit late starting, but remember
that famous old slogan, “Better late
than never.’’ On the other hand, it is
"better to have tried and failed than
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never to have tried at all. We would
much rather see you come out and
take an active part in the game than
stand on the sideline and tell us where
we are wrong. Come on out and show
us. We don’t care to listen nearly as
much as we like to look.
Finally, don’t forget that by coming
out you are bettering yourself many
times more than you are helping us.
N. M. Blaney,
Track Manager.

AUTUMN
Now when the time of fruit and grain
When apples hang above the orchard
And from the tangle by the roadside
A scent of wild grapes fills the racy air,
Comes Autumn with her sunburnt
Like a long gypsy train with trappings
And tattered colours of the Orient,
Moving slow-footed through the dreamy
The woods of Milton at her coming
Tints of Bokhara and of Samarcand and
The maples glow with their Pompeian
The hickories with burnt Etruscan gold;
And while the crickets fife along her
Behind her banners burns the crimson

is come,
wall.
stream,
caravan,
gray
hills.
wear
red,
march,
sun.

—Bliss Carman.
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tqplHIS being the third year the
gathering has been held, it can
now be classed as an annual
event. Its purpose is to bring together
all past and present O. A. C. men of
Kent County. Visitors are always very
welcome, whether they belong to past
or present classes of the College.
Don’t know who gets it rolling each
year; someone always seems to start
the idea, though, and lots of support
follows.
Early in August invitations were sent
out to all O. A. C. men known to be in
Kent. We believe that Walter Smith
and his office staff should be credited
with this. The invitations invited you
to the picnic at Rondeau Park on
August 17th. They also implied that
you were to bring your own eats, your
family or best girl, if you had either,
and be ready to enter into all the fun.
The 17th duly arrived and it hap¬
pened to be one of those “lovely summer
days” of which we had about six in a
row with a temperature of 111 shaded.
By noon carloads and Ford loads of
the picnickers had arrived at the Park;
their numbers were added to by later
arrivals during the early afternoon.
Most of the folks came with a real
outdoor appetite, also the food to
satisfy it and soon the tables were set

and lunch ready. There followed a
real get-together movement, hungry
folks and “eats”. Many of the younger
fellows, especially some of those of
Year ’22, ate as though they had been
on short rations for the past few months.
However, Kent County is a good pro¬
vider for her people, and even the
hungriest fellow eventually got enough
to eat.
Prof. Harcourt, who chanced to be
in Kent that day was a guest at lunch
but he had to leave early in the after¬
noon for a train. Everyone was sorry
to see him depart, but he left two of
his junior staff to represent the Chem¬
istry Department.
In due time, after lunch, teams were
chosen to appear in a pitched battle of
soft ball—Tommy Wood ’23 and Gord
Davidson ’22 were the pitchers—the
remainder of us the battlers.
Nearly all of the men present were
drawn for the teams, but a few had
eaten too much lunch. The ladies
preferred to act as spectators, and no
wonder. The game itself would have
made even American League fans grow
wild and yet wilder. But, to add to
the spectator’s pleasure, Ralph White
and Hal Horning were so overcome by
the heat that they had donned bathing
suits. Hal was most overcome, for he
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had on a lady’s costume—ruffles and
dangles y’ know. It went well with
his Venus-like figure—the figure that
made the top floor of Mills Hall famous
as a silhouette studio last year. The
heat affected the attire of some of the
other players too so that the uniformity
of outfit seen on most teams was lacking
with these.
After a hard fought game, made up
of countless errors, brilliant fumbles
and good clean playing, one side won.
Next on the programme most every¬
body went swimming. Horning had
to make his short, for the real owner of
the bathing suit was all for having a
swim too.
Jerry Ruhnke
showed a greater
liking for the sand than the water.
He and “Doc” Lowell proved to be,
with Ralph White’s assistance, the
“roughnecks” of the party, starting
sand fights and carrying on immersion
baptisms in the water. Walter Smith
had Smith Jr. training for the capture
of the swimming honors at Guelph in
1939. It was a great day for bathing—
Lake Erie and the atmosphere com¬
bined to make it perfect.
It was after supper was over and
the party started to break up that
every one realized just how much they
had enjoyed the day and all it had
brought. There seems to be something
about a gathering of O. A. C. men,
wherever it may be that gives a pleasure
nothing else can, to those who take
part in it. It is the result of the herit¬
age which each of us takes from the old
college and which unites us by a
common bond with all other O. A. C.
men, no matter how wide the difference
is between our years.
Those present were quite repre¬
sentative of past years and present;
some of the older men had been students
in the very earlv days of the College’s
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history. Mr. W. M. Grant held the
honor of being the earliest student.
Following is a list of those present:
W. M. Grant, Prof. Harcourt, W. R.
Reek, J. E. Presant ’ll, Walter H.
Smith T2, Harold Presant T3, R. H.
Abraham T6, “Doc” Lowell ’21, O. M.
Wilson ’21, Court Cline ’22, Cord.
Davidson ’22, Archie Archibald ’22,
Ralph White ’22, H. L. Laing ’22,
“Jerry” Ruhnke ’23, Tommy Wood ’23,
Bill Wallace ’23, Nelson Ure ’23,
Harold Horning ’23, Fred Presant ’23,
O. E. Cameron ’24, Clarence Hamil ’24.
Macdonald Institute was represented
also by the following ladies: Florence
M. Reek T6, Grace Faulds ’21, Agnes
Grant, ’23.

Ana O.

A.

C. Parity inn

From Toronto comes word of an
O. A. C. Alumni reunion on a small
scale—but none the less interesting for
that—when, late in August, about
sixteen O. A. C. people staged a corn
roast on the Humber flats. A shower
of rain tried to put a damper on the
evening’s proceedings, but the party
fooled it by hiking up the path through
the woods to their cars on the heights
above. Fortunately the Golden Ban¬
tam had just reached the delectable
stage in the boiling process and the
business of eating it was all the more
enjoyable after the delay. After every¬
one had refused a sixth cob and the ice
cream and biscuits had disappeared,
the gang, led by “Evvie,” drove across
the city and descended on the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Art Musgrave. Marsh¬
mallows and coffee were followed by
rousing songs and selections from
“Joner’s” violin, after which a lusty
“Allerebo” and three hearty cheers for
the most hospitable of hosts and
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hostesses ended a typically college
party.
We did not get all the names but we
know some of those present: Misses
Carolyn Stockton, Dot West, Isabel
Jeffries, Evans, Hutt, Warden and
others; Messrs. McArthur, Christen¬
sen, Evans, McMillan, McAdam, Jones
and others.

Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Diltz announce
the marriage of their daughter, Eva
May, to Mr. Frederick Gordon Hunter,
on Wednesday, August the 23rd, 1922,
at their home, Port Credit, Ont.

All of Year ’23 will join with The
Review in extending to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard X. Sneyd congratulations on
the birth last June of a son, Ralph.
Move up to the head of the class,
Howard.

Congratulations are also in order to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Toner, of Guelph,
on the arrival of a son on August 15th.
We are informed on the best of author¬
ity that little Joe looks just like his
dad. Now then, ’22! .
Grant Snyder, ’22, is lecturing in
vegetable gardening at the Massachus¬
etts Agricultural College,
Amherst,
Mass., U. S. A.

Prof. F. M. Clement, Dean of the
College of Agriculture, University of
British Columbia, has been taking post¬
graduate work this summer at the
University of Minnesota, St. Paul,
Minn.

Dr. Gordon McRostie, formerly of
Macdonald College, Que., has been
appointed Dominion Agrostologist, with

headquarters at the Canadian Experi¬
mental Farm, Ottawa.
The marriage is announced of MarY
Margaret Robinson to Mr. Albert Bur¬
ton Cyrus Throop on Thursday, Sep¬
tember, the fourteenth, 1922.
While A. B. C. himself was no mys¬
tery, his initials have long been a mat¬
ter for conjecture.
Bert was a wellknown member of Year ’22, a popular
sod-buster and the most easily heard
announcer in the Dining Hall.
Miss
Robinson was to have been House
President of Macdonald Hall during
1922-23, but relinquished this for a
somewhat similar position at Tower
Farm, Beverley, Ontario.
D. C. McArthur, ’21, who has been
with the Farm Page of the Toronto
Globe, is now with the Farmer’s Sun,
as editor of a similar page. E. T. Chesley, ’22, has taken Mr. McArthur’s
position with the Globe.
Glad to hear that the ex-editors of
The Review are succeeding in the
broader field.
Bruce Cody, ’22, is operating his own
fruit farm near St. Catharines.

Jazz Whitelock, ’22, is carrying the
gospel of better agriculture to the
farmers of Peel County as assistant
representative. His headquarters are
at Brampton.

Cyril Leggatt, ’21, has returned from
Paris, France, where he has been taking
post-graduate work in Chemistry at
the Pasteur Institute. Mr. Ueggatt
was awarded one of the Ontario Govern¬
ment Scholarships about a year and a
half ago, entitling him to a year’s study
in Paris.
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But the next night, in a low racing
car, purring through a moonlit lane,
beside an anaemic young fellow who
made real money and weighed a
hundred and nine pounds, she snuggled
within the stoop of his round shoulder

Hero Stuff
From a front seat she watched him,
while the sun burned her delicious nose.
Faster, dizzingly faster, swirling and
uncaring, carrying with him the fever¬
ish, ever-swelling, tumultuous ecstacy
of maddened fans, he pitched a perfect
ball.
Later, showered, shaved and splendid
he sat beside her in a porch-swing, and
the moonlight falling on his serious
bronzed young face, he explained it all
to her earnestly.
And the girl beside him—fragile and
fragrant, and made up to be petted—
raised her corn-flower-bluish eyes to
whisper:

and trembled:
“Oh, Egbert^-it’s so—so wonderful
to have a strong man love you.”
—Royal Gaboon.
*

*

*

*

Sob Stuff
A young bride of two weeks sat in a
dejected heap on the back door step.
Her eyes were swollen and dimmed with
tears. The woman next door chanced
to see her, and out of curiosity, came
over to console the distressed.
“You poor child, what is the matter?

“You make it so clear, Johnny.
You’ve got a wonderful mind!”
*

Vll.

*

(Continued on page viii.)
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CAMPBELL & JOHNSON
MERCHANT
Near Regent Theatre

TAILORS
Macdonnell Street
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Kennedy’s

Throughout the centuries, from the
time'of the Romans, through those
spacious days of chivalry down to our
own time, the diamond has always
been the symbol of romance.

For College

The rich tradition of the years is
carried on in the Ryrie Diamond of
to-day.
Its brilliance and purity—
ensured
by
watchful
inspection—is
only enhanced by its fair and reasonable
price.

Photographs
We carry a complete stock of
Frames suitable for Photographs.

RYRIE BROS.

Enlargements

carefully

made

from Amateur Films.

Limited
134-136-138 Yonge St.,
TORONTO

Phone 498

I

I
(Continued from page vii.)
THE STORE THAT SUPPLIES
YOUR WANTS IN

Hardware, Sporting
Goods and Cutlery
THE RED FRONT
100-108 Macdonald St.
We Save You Money

PENFOLD HARDWARE &
CARRIAGE COMPANY

Has he been beating you already?”
“N-no, it’s not that,” she sniffed,
“Oh, it’s awful—I’ll never—”
“There, there, dear, everybody quar¬
rels once in a while.”
“Oh-h, Oh,” she wailed, “I can’t
stand it a minute longer—I won’t—”
“Don’t cry any more, dearie, they’re
all brutes—”
“I just won’t! Never again as long
as I live (sniff) will I pickle any more
of those horrid onions!”
—Sun Dodger.

3 "Chairs

3 Barbers
Service Our Motto

SPRENTALL and CLARK’S
BARBER SHOP

I

Phone 269

The Shop of Real Service—a trial will con¬
vince you.
32 Carden St.
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“Ontario Fertilizers” for Fall Wheat
The first choice of Successful Farmers because
They increase tillering, give stronger stalk growth and produce more
plump kernels.

“HARAB” POULTRY FEEDS
include
Beef Scrap, Meat Bone Scrap, Poultry Bone, Poultry Bone Meal, Blood
Meal, Oyster Shell, Poultry Grit, etc.

“HARAB” DIGESTIVE TANKAGE
60%

Protein for feeding hogs.

Write for prices and full particulars on above lines.

ONTARIO FERTILIZERS, LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

CANADA.

City Visitor: “Country people are
very unconventional, eh what?”
Rural Inhabitant:
City Visitor:
“I
bothered much with
Rural Inhabitant:
we do have a lodge
month.”

“I don’t git ye.’’
say you aren’t
conventions.”
“Wa-al no, but
meetin’ onct’ a
—Scalper.

W. W. STUART
Electric Wiring Fixtures and Supplies
11 Quebec St.

Phone 10

I met a sweet young maiden,
Her name was Miss Primrose,
I paid a visit to her home
Dressed in my Sunday clothes.
Her younger brother placed a tack
Upon a parlor chair,
‘Twas I who was to be the goat
And gently sit down there;
But for another reason
Another chair I chose,
And on that tack this maiden sat,
I’ll say that Miss Primrose.
—Stone Mill.
*

Buy Your Electric Goods in
an Electric Shop

T A ATT?
Ladies
LjS±1\I
Hj Tailor
9

36 Quebec Street

A Lucky Miss

*

*

“Gosh, I didn’t realize Jack was so
tight before.”
“No?”
“The other day he told me that he
had lost some money through invest¬
ments and come to find out he’d tried
a gum slot machine that didn’t work.”
—Brown Jug.
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Clothing
of Merit!

I

F you seek a type
of attire which will
wear well and which will
look well quite as long
as it wears, your thoughts
should be directed to

/aUe^^IffmbleJ^dp

Jftfoffer ‘Bullt

”

(ptofJhgj
Tailored-to-measure !
Our Fall and Winter
fabrics offer an unusually
wide range for selecting.
We await your calling.
J.A. SHIELDS, 221 Paisley St.
Distributor for Guelph
Phone 1727J
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CnT^HE bright sun gives a sickening
heat,
My eyelids seem an awful load,
I’m discing up some ground for wheat,
When someone drives along the road,
'‘Hello,” he calls, "I thought by jing
That you got through at Guelph last
spring.
And by the way what’s all this stew
About the boys of twenty-two?
I read it in the London press
Last spring. The gist of it I guess,
It may have been just an alarm,
The grads weren’t going back to farm.
And yet you’re here and now no doubt
You'll tell me what 'twas all about.”
I turn my three-horse team around,
And for a change sit on the ground.
The stranger I remember now,
He used to walk behind the plow
Before my time, yet there he stands
Without a callous on his hands.
For fifteen years like Tyrus Cobb
He’s had what seemed a ‘'cushy” job.
I told him everything I knew,
The questionnaire of Prof. Le Drew,
How only ten per cent, or so
Were willing to go back and hoe.
Though probably far more than that
Are sheltered by a wide straw hat,
For real good jobs were scarce in spring,
And many couldn’t find a thing.
"Well, times have changed, it seems,”
said he,
"When I got off the knowledge tree,
There were soft jobs on every hand,
Or I could go back to the land.
I thought of boyhood’s aches and pains,
Long hours of toil and scanty gains,
These things went passing through my
head,
I took the easy thing instead.
Since then I’ve always had a hoss,
And strange to say it seems the moss
Don’t stick. I may look well to do,
Fact is I’ve hardly got a sou.
The money goes a hundred ways.
I have just had my holidays,

Was down to see my brother John.
He has a farm close by the Don,
The best farm in the district too,
Great place to live. I wish that you
Could see his wheat and corn and oats.
He has about four dozen shoats.
It seemed to me as if the mun
Into John’s pockets seemed to run.
He sold his early spuds at four
Dollars a bag, and there’s lots more
Of things to sell. My poor two thou
Is just the price of one good cow
Of his. He keeps three hired men,
And has a hundred dollar hen,
And lots of other high-priced stock.
He sure has builded on a rock.
I think you boys a lucky crew
That you could find no jobs to do.
A good farm looks the best to me,
Another year I hope to be
Back on a farm.” I cast a glance
At pocket Ben and wished him luck
"Stranger,” I said, "you’ll need some
pluck.
See you again sometime, perhaps,
I surely do enjoy discussions,
But I must mooch along to-day
And grow wheat for the starving
Russians.”
I mused, he’s only partly right,
A man told me the other night
That brains can’t replace all the muscle
A farmer’s got to think and hustle.
The job can hardly be despised
In any way. It is man-sized—
I think it takes as big a man
To run a farm right as to plan
Big business, and I think our friend
Thought too much of the money end.
Unless a farmer’s very clever,
He has to work as hard as ever,
Doesn’t get much time for leisure
Except in winter, but his pleasure
Turns up alright. Around the farm
Each object has its special charm—
Each has its charm, provided that
He really loves the job he’s at.
(Continued on page xxvi.)
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McARTHUR’S
STREET SHOES
SPORT SHOES
WARM SLIPPERS
DANCING PUMPS
We Do Repairing
i

THE BIG SHOE STORE

r

CUT FLOWERS
ShelJtex

Choice Cut Flowers always on hand,
Roses, Carnations, Valley, Violets
and all Flowers in Season.

Shur-OT)

GILCHRIST’S

SEE US TODAY
See Better Tomorrow
G. S. PRINGLE

Phone 436.

St. George's Square

and

Smoker’s Supplies

MALONE BROS.

Optometrist and Optician
139 UPPER WTNDHAVI ST.

28 Lower Wyndham St.

NEILL

HOWDEN HARDWARE CO.

THE
Dealers in General Hardware, Paints,
Varnishes, Oils, Leads, Glass, Putty,
Builders’ Supplies and Farmers’ Sup¬
plies.
Stoves, Graniteware, Tinware and
Kitchen Utensils.
30-32 Macdonnell Street

Shoeman
FINE SHOES
DANCING PUMPS
BOUDOIR SLIPPERS
GYMNASIUM SHOES
FOOTBALL BOOTS

PHONE 964

37 Lower Wyndham Street

High

Grade Prmting

For Society and Social Functions
Artistic and

Unique

Designs

The Wallace Printing Co.
Commercial and Book Printers
5-47 Cork Street,

GUELPH.
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Continued from page 16

For if you’re only after money,
You’d find the farm is not all honey,
You’d grouch along. After a time
You’d need to buy a ton of lime,
To counteract the bitter bile,
And when you’d counted up your pile
You probably would be quite pensive,
You’d find the whistle too expensive.
The moral of my little song
Is simply this—Don’t start in wrong.
Mistaken choice is what plays hob,
Be very sure you love your job.
—Jack Knife

Poet ’22.

THE BATTLE OF THE BREEDS
There has developed an intense
rivalry among the breeds of live stock
in Canada as to which shall put up the
best display at the first Royal Agricul¬
tural Winter Fair, to be held in the new
Royal Coliseum, Toronto, November
22nd to 29th. More particularly is'
this true of the dairy breeds of cattle.
If you talk to a Holstein enthusiast
you are informed that the Holsteins
will excell all others in quality and size
of exhibit. In fact, at this year’s Cana¬
dian National Exhibition, a substantial
wager was made by a Holstein breeder
that his favorites will have the largest
and best exhibit at the “Royal” of any
of the breeds of cattle. And so it goes.
The Jersey breeder will tell you that
the beautiful Jersey will carry off the
palm for the biggest and best display
in the dairy cattle section. The Guern¬
sey men have also been heard from, and
come what may the word has gone forth
that Guernsey will top the lot in the
size of their display. The Ayrshire
men are not saying much openly.
There is, however, a strong under¬
current of determination so character¬
istic of the lovers of the dairy cow of
Old Scotland to make the biggest dis¬
play which the Champions of other
breeds should not ignore.
Among the other breeds of live stock
there is also keen appreciation as to
the value of making the biggest display
at the first “Royal”. “ The Royal’
will have a whale of a show” was the
remark of a man at the Canadian Na¬
tional Exposition, whose business it is
to keep closely in touch with what the
breeders are doing and planning.

